FreeStyle Handheld Deactivator

FreeStyle Handheld
Deactivator
The Sensormatic FreeStyle Handheld
Deactivator is a battery-operated
deactivator and verifier for AM EAS
labels. Combining three accessories into
one, this device detects active labels
up to 15cm (6in), deactivates them up
to 7.6cm (3in) above the surface of the
unit, and when in “Search Only Mode,” it
verifies source tagged labels on protected
merchandise. While in this mode, the
handheld will not deactivate an active
label.
The mobility feature allows cashiers to
deactivate labels on merchandise too
heavy or bulky to life onto the pointof-sale counter. This feature can also
be used to address incoming/outgoing
alarms at the entrance to ensure a valid
purchase, and eliminate customer wait
time and embarrassment.
The FreeStyle Handheld Deactivator
features integrated status indicators that
provide visual and audible notifications
when live labels are successfully
detected and deactivated. This selfcontained unit utilizes internal batteries
that automatically recharge when placed
in charging cradle. Security passcode
and time out features help prevent
unauthorized use.

Acousto-Magnetic (AM)

Retailer Values

Product Compatibility

// Portable device detects and

All Sensormatic AM EAS Labels

deactivates active AM EAS labels
anywhere in the store for enhanced
customer service and employee
productivity
// Automatically recharges in charging

Specifications
Color.......................................... Dark Gray
Length
Handheld................................. 28cm (11in)

cradle to ensure device is always

Docking Station.........................20cm (8in)

ready for use

Width
Handheld..............................11.4cm (4.5in)

// Built-in audible and visual indicators
provide immediate feedback when
labels are detected and deactivated,
enhancing front-end productivity
// Security passcode and time out
features help prevent authorized use

Product Codes
ZBHHCW
Handheld Deactivator, Base Charging
Station (Customer Install-US Only)
ZBHHCW-I
Handheld Deactivator, Base Charging
Station (Sensormatic Installed)

Docking Station...................... 14cm (5.5in)
Height
Handheld............................. 3.2cm (1.25in)
Docking Station......................7.6cm (3.0in)
Weight................................... 0.8kg (28oz)
Power Supply Weight........... 0.8kg (28oz)

Electrical
Base Charging Station
AC Power (N. America)..........120Vac, 0.5A
(60Hz) Class 2
AC Power (Europe)................230Vac, 0.3A
(50Hz) LPS

ZEHHDW
Handheld Unit
ZEHHBCS
Base Charging Station
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